Special Theory of Relativity (STR) had been considered as a key of modern physics where Albert Einstein proved it in 1905 based on his imaginary experiment when he deduced three important conclusions related to the mass, length and time, essentially.
Introduction
Essentially, we can't talk about STR without talking about the spacetime as Einstein defined it in his special theory of relativity. For that, when I reviewed STR I could understand that Einstein had has the full perfect definition of his spacetime. I would not like (now) (Note 1) to go far in this issue, but quickly, we can't talk about spacetime without talking about its physical dimensions essentially, that because the dimension is a physical domain is used to describe the physical quantities that just measured by the physical units for advantages of the dimensional analysis where the physical equations should be physically checked based on the compatibility of its physical units. Here, you can recognize the essence of my dissension with what Einstein had deduced in this issue which is being in the core of the relationship between those two dimensions, where Einstein considered that the spacetime is a physical domain governed by the four perpendicular and equivalent dimensions of space and time, but I can define the spacetime as a physical domain adjusted by two identical and unseparated dimensions when the temporal dimension can be observed as waves are surrounding the three perpendicular axises of spatial dimension, where you can for first time imagine how I put the temporal dimension and the spatial dimension together on the same board (new concept of cartesian system) as shown in Figure 1 , where you note that while the spatial dimension is propagating everywhere from the origin ( ) as vectors, you find the temporal dimension is expanding around this origin ( ) as waves. 
Research Hypothesis
Philosophy depends on an accurate imagine of three fundamentals; logic, mathematics and physics. So, I'll depend on this vision to produce convincing results in this research.
Special Theory of Relativity (STR)
In his postulate of STR, Einstein supposed the same imaginaries of Lorentz concerning of the two inertial reference frames (Note 2) (stationary system and moving system), where I can picture his postulate as shown in Figure 2 . To prove that, let us suppose that a stationary system and moving system have different origins ( and ') on the same location, and the length of moving system is 149986229 ( ′ = 149986229 ). Then let the ray of light propagate from the rear edge of moving system ( ) with speed ( ), trying to head the front edge of moving system and reflect to the rear edge of moving system again while moving system is moving along of positive ( ) axis with ( = ).
In this case, as shown in Figure 3 , you will note that the ray of light ( ) could not reflect from ( ) but it needs to follow the front edge of moving system from ( ) to ( ') just to touch it as ( + ). Also, you will note that while this ray of light is trying to reflect from ( ′ ) and back as ( ) to the rear edge of moving system which becomes now on ( ' ) after one second of its motion from . In this time, you will note that the front edge apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 3; 2019 of moving system had moved from ( ') to ( '') as ( ).
Hence, I expect that the origin of moving system had moved from ( ′ ) to ( ' ) within one second, and the front edge of moving system had also moved from ( ) to ( ) as ( + + ) within the same time (one second). Also, I expect that while the ray of light trying to head ( ') from ( ) and reflect from ( ') to ( ' ) within one second, the back of moving system had moved from ( ′) to ( ' ) within one second also. By using the velocity law and speed of light, you can check that the events of this experiment had been synchronized: and , had occurred in the same time (0.5 ), and had occurred in the same time (0.25 ), also, and had occurred in the same time (0.25 ). By result, the observer in stationary system reported that he observed the ray of light propagated from ( ) to ( ') and reflected from ( ') to (t'A) within one second, but the observer in moving system reported that the ray of light propagated from the rear edge of moving system to front edge of moving system and reflected from front edge of moving system to the rear edge of moving system within one second, but an external observer said he feels that:
, which is a wrong feeling because he didn't pay attention to the reflection points. By using this certain imaginary experiment as shown in (Figure 3 ) I can now define any physical quantity is wanted in this experiment, as follows:
Now it is easy to check that ( = ) when we recognize that the time interval ( − ) is the trip of light from ( ) to ( ) within half second. And then, it is easy to check that 2 ≡ ( − ) + ( − ), which means that the length of moving system never contracted:
It is straightforward to figure out that we have ( ′ = ′) but ( ≠ ) if we change the velocity of moving system apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 3; 2019 to ( > > 0.333 ), where then we find ( > ), which means; Eq (27) (Note 10) of Lorentz transformations becomes wrong:
In this case ( > > 0.333 ) you will find that it is curtain we have ( > ), ( = ) , and ( − = ≠ ) (Note 12) which means that spacetime interval is not preserved:
Also, when I supposed that ( = ) then I found that the Einstein's equation (Note 13) of length contraction and equation (27) 
Hence, you find that the space-time interval is just preserved by:
( 1 0 ) which means that the speed of light is still invariant when the synchronism is defined by the following formula:
At the end, by using Eqs (1-11), you will find that; the time is not dilated:
Einstein and Galileo's Transformations
It seems that when Einstein tried to check Galileo's transformations (Note 15), he had proved that these transformations should be adjusted to become more accurate by using another inertial reference like Beta ( ) as invariant reference speed, then physicists tried to prove Einstein's conclusions by the following transformations: (Note 16) 1. They reformed Galileo's transformations by using an invariant reference speed like this parameter ( ) to get:
2. Then they have:
3. by dividing on ':
( 1 5 ) 4. then they got:
5. when they considered that = , ' = ' and = , then they got: (½ c )t = c ( t), and;
e. Anyway, if we consider that ( = ) and ( ' = ' ) as STR considered, I think that these transformations as shown in last section (above) are correct as a mathematical derivation, if it is derived as follows:
But, when we want to check these derivations on experimental example, we find something wrong. To do that, let me suppose that I have two stationary boxes with different sizes as follows; while box ( ) has a size 15 × 15 × 15 moves on axis with velocity = 15 / , I have another box ( ) has a size 16 × 16 × 16 on same axis with velocity = 0.00 / . So, in this case we have ( = ′ − ). Then, we find that ′ = − and = ′ + .
By using use the Prof. Shankar's method (as shown above) to prove Einstein's conclusions, I find that:
(x′ = β(x − u))(x = β(x′ + u)) = Then, we find that the length of the moving box is expanded, which is incredible. Of course, the reason is this ( ) when it was added as invariant reference to Galileo's transformations, which means that Einstein made some forced modulations on Galileo's transformations to make his special theory. Note; , , , ', , ', , are distances ( ) or time intervals, and STR should be got its results when > 0.4 , but it should not give us its results when ≪ 0.4 .
Realistic Experiment
In this experiment I suppose that we have a moving system is located on the same location of stationary system, and while moving system has its private coordinates ( ′ , ′ , ′ ), the stationary system also has its private coordinates ( , , ), then, suppose that any ray of light needs half second to travel from (
, and then, let the ray of light head towards from rear edge to the front edge of the moving system, while in the same time, the moving system starts its motion with velocity ( = ) along ( ) axis. Please, don't forget that we have here many Nano clocks had adjusted on the same time (time now is zero). Exactly with one second of this synchronized motion, we note that; while a ray of light ( ) try to touch the front edge of the moving system within time ( ) , we discover that this ray can do that just when the front edge of moving system had completely used its velocity ( ) to move from ( ′ ) to ( Figure 5 . The first postulate of my experiment with = So, it is easy to check that; the time interval ( ) is the total trip of light from ( ) to ( ), within time ( ) which means that its space interval should be equaled (299972458 ) where it is easy to check that ( = 249962039.333 ) by using Eq (22), but the time interval ( ′ ) is the total trip of light from ( ′ ) to ( ′ ) within time ( ') which means its space interval equals (149986229 ) and the time interval ( ) is the total trip of the front edge of the moving system from ( ′ ) to ( ′ ), which equals ( + + ) which is the same total trip of the back of the moving system from ( ′ ) to ( ′ ) within time ( ) which means that its space interval equals (99975810.333 ), which means that the time is not dilated and the length of the moving system is not contracted as Einstein claimed before. When you pay attention to the full motion of moving system, you will note that the rear of moving system had stopped on ' where the front of moving system had stopped apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 3; 2019 on ' and it is easy to check this finding by the following formula:
And, it is straightforward to check the spacetime interval is not preserved:
Synchronism
Till now, I am talking about linear motion, but if we want to check this experiment with different motions, let us go back to the beginning of this experiment, where the origins of moving and stationary systems are parallel, then, put a lamp exactly on ( ′), and another one exactly on ( ' ) (Note 22), then turn on these lamps in the same time of starting of motion of the moving system along ( ) axis with velocity ( = ). And then, while observer in moving system notes that, a ray of light had completed its trip from (ℎ′) to ( ) within time ( ') , another observer in stationary system notes that this ray of light had used the same time ( ) to complete its trip from ( ) to ( ). In this time, we noted that the moving system had completed a trip from ( ') to (ℎ ), within same time ( '). So, to let these trips end within time ( ), let the moving system move from (o') to (ℎ) within time ( ) to be sure that the ray of light had completed its trip from (ℎ′) to ( ) and reflected from ( ) to (ℎ′) within time ( ) as observer of moving system says, where another ray of light had just traveled from ( ') to ( ) and suddenly reflected from ( ) to ( ) within total time ( ), as observer of stationary system says.
Thus, with help of this certain realistic physical experiment, we settled what should be understood by synchronism, where many Nano clocks located at different places on stationary system show us that events ( ) and (ℎ) had never synchronized with time ( ').
For that, I note that we have missed space intervals in this experiment estimated as ( , which means that the Einstein's equation of synchronization is not running, where I find that the spacetime interval isn't preserved:
Hence, remember that we got these data in this experiment; ( = 99975810.333 ≠ ′) , ( = 149986229 = ′), ( ' = 0.5 ), ( = 1 ) and ( = 249962048.333 ).
For further clarification about the reports came from observers, while the observer of moving system said he saw the ray of light traveled from (ℎ') to ( ) and reflected from ( ) to (ℎ') within time ( ), the observer of stationary system said he saw the ray of light traveled from ( ') to ( ) within time ( ') (Note 23) and then it shown by him as it suddenly reflected from ( ) to ( ) and stopped there within time ( '). But the third observer apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 3; 2019 out of these systems said he observed the events from the beginning and he saw another light traveled directly from ( ) to the point of ( ) within time ( ). (Note 24) Now, it is easy to check if these reports are correct or not, when you back to Figure 6 by using Pythagorean law of right triangle to be sure that the distance between ( ') and ( ) is longer than the distance between ( ') and ( ) , and the distance between ( ) and (ℎ) is longer than the distance between ( ) and ( ), where ( ℎ ⃗ = ⃗ = ⃗ ) depending on the speed of light. Then you will find that all equations above are perfect and running so well. But, if we want to get a clear vision about the variance between STR and EG, let us take a long look on Figure 8 , where I consider that we have many rays of light are propagated from many points to head other points in these systems in synchronous with the motion of moving system, as shown in figure-8 , where we note, while Einstein considered that the events ( , , ) and events (ℎ, , ) are synchronized events, EG strongly considers that it never ever achieved any rule of synchronization according to Pythagorean theory and the invariant speed of light. 
Conclusion
I proved in this research that: a) STR established on so many confused assumptions. b) A lot of mathematical tricks had been used to produce some illusions in STR. c) Spacetime interval is not preserved by STR. d) Time is not dilated, also length is not contraction. e) STR could not deal with the rules and laws of EG. missed spacetime interval is located between ( ) and ( ) and the other one located between ( ) and (ℎ). See Figure 7 to check that the events are not synchronized in this experiment.
Note 24. As shown in Figure 7 , where I re-pictured Figure 1 and Figure 6 by interference method and then I used these data and results of it, where you will get a new scientific show which replaces the four coordinates ( , , , ) on one new cartesian system. Note 25. Be careful; ( = 2 ), because: ( − = 0). Also, ( = 2 ), because: ( ) = (2 ′) when ( = 2 ).
